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Traditional Software Development 
Software development for any real-world application requires technical skill while the problems that are to 

be solved are logically simple. Every framework family and programming language has its own approach for 

technical constructs. The logic still remains the same (and usually very simple), but most of the time even 

for a professional programmer is spent on expressing the logic on the chosen programming language. 

The complexity leads to the fact that software development is expensive. Although software development 

can automate almost everything and get tremendous productivity boosts for traditional industry or end-

consumers, little of this potential can is used, because developing the software is so costly. Packaged 

software gets a head-start, but introduces more compromises and raises the complexity on solving the 

ones that were not part of the initial picture. 

Due to the “coding” aspect of software development, the simple logic is unintentionally buried within the 

technical constructs. Because these constructs are hand written and every programmer has unique 

personal way of doing the same thing (that varies in time), the written code also becomes unintentionally 

author-bound. Although this problem can be lessened inside a controlled team, it exists between teams 

and between different companies providing the development as a service. This person-bound aspect is very 

unusual compared to any other industry. 

Challenges in a nutshell 
- Software development is slow, expensive and error-prone comparing to how simple the logical 

problems it solves are 

- Packaged software is not a solution; still requires programming and customization to get the task 

done. They can be considered as large and commonly recognized frameworks. 

- Competent developers are still very limited resource 

- Logically simple problems and tasks become unnecessary technical and require unnecessary large 

amount of work to solve 

- Maintaining or raising the level of productivity requires the developers themselves constantly learn 

new ways of doing the same logical things 
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Paradigm Shift to “Abstractions” 
Abstractions is very simple a methodology that introduces no hidden complexity. The methodology works 

as-is on well-established standards and mainstream tools that are available (with their open source 

alternatives) on all the major software development platforms. Even without any particular specific-tool-

support the current form of abstractions are very simple and effective to work with.  

The productivity gain compared to traditional object-oriented approach is immediate when software design 

and design-level documentation and guidance are considered in addition of just writing the code. 

The methodology name is generic for the reason that it achieves just that. This methodology introduces a 

way to raise the level of abstraction in logically pure form with all levels of freedom available to the 

architect working with it. 

Traditional software development means to raise the level of abstraction 
Object-oriented programming was created to raise the level of abstraction over the high-level procedural 

languages. Object-oriented approach is the current latest mainstream approach in the line: 

- Assembler  

o The lowest level “CPU” commanding language 

- Procedural higher level languages (such as C) 

- Object-oriented languages (C++, Java, C#) 

- Domain-specific languages (= DSLs) 

o These are not mainstream, as they require special and advanced knowledge, however they 

are getting the interest in mainstream, because of the same reason as “abstractions” 

Because the creation of the programming language as well as learning it require so much work the 

mainstream is formed around handful of general purpose languages. General purpose languages are also 

providing the general way of raising the level of abstraction that is achieved through the object-oriented 

approach. This means various implementations of (multiple)inheritance and interface definition structures. 

While commonly recognized and used, these very limited means to raise the level of abstraction actually 

cause compromises that make the design and implementation complex. The less the logical problem is 

object-oriented by its nature, the more it stands out as a compromise to be abstracted as such. 

Domain-specific languages on the other hand do not have this limitation (for raising the level of 

abstraction). Making and maintaining the DSL however requires technical and logical skill. Even when made 

by expert, the effort to create the DSL is so large that their creation is focused only on particular problem 

area. This also leads to compromises, as when the decision for making the DSL is made, for the “biggest-

bang-for-the-buck” it tries to solve as-large-as-possible a problem domain. This might often lead also to 

raise the complexity of the DSL itself, as the creators of the language are going to be the users as well. 

The “Abstractions” Methodology 
Abstractions in practice use XML standard and mainstream “T4” code generators (that can be found in 

Microsoft’s Visual Studio and its open-source alternative MonoDevelop). Any other technology that can 

participate in development time generation (while being developed itself as well) suffices. However the 

XML and T4 being already existing and well-supported (including intellisense in T4 generator editor) make it 

easy to start using them without any additional learning curve over existing tools. 



Abstractions is based on the existing constructs in programming languages with the key-difference being 

that creation of a new abstraction and/or modification of an existing one is very simple and 

straightforward. Each abstraction is actually a tiny DSL of its own, but logically pure, as for every single need 

it’s simpler to make a solid “abstraction” over it than try to guide and constrain it by external 

documentation. 

The simplicity in making and using an abstraction is actually bound to the basic principle of information. It is 

logically consistent and pure. Because abstractions are so fast to make and maintain they should be made 

without any compromises on the logic that they are abstracting. There is no time spent on evaluating and 

“designing” the compromise, when there is none. 

The abstractions in practice as simply generated source code. They can be thought of the well-guided part 

that “this is what developer should be writing here”.   

The generators are not bound to generate source code only. One of the greatest benefits is when 

abstractions generate the human-readable design-level documentation. All of a sudden everyone is seeing 

the always up-to-date information and focusing on the facts of software design. With no additional work 

wasted on maintaining or producing a documentation of a certain type. Again the generators can be 

customized in any required form; for example producing 5-10 different forms of same documentation to 

different parties of interest; again no need for anyone to compromise from their perspective. 

This methodology simply raises the software design level information away from the “code”. Every aspect 

of classic and modern information management can be applied to it. 

 


